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This book provides everything you need to manage and maintain Windows 7. You'll learn all of the features and enhancements in complete detail along with specifics for configuring the operating system to put you in full control. Bestselling author and Windows expert William Stanek doesn't just show you the steps you need to follow; he also tells you how features work, why they work, and how you can customize them to meet your needs. Learn how to squeeze every bit of power out of Windows 7 to take full advantage of its features and programs. Set up, customize, and tune Windows 7; optimize its appearance and performance; install and manage software; customize your hardware and install printers, scanners, and faxes; manage your files and data; search your computer more efficiently; secure your data; share and collaborate; and get the most out of optional programs such as Windows Live Mail, master your digital media, create media libraries, manage digital pictures and videos, make DVDs, and create movies. Get connected and start networking; set up a home or small office network; conquer Internet Explorer; and master on-the-go networking. Protect your computer, keep your family safe while on the Internet, navigate the computer security maze, and configure Windows 7's protection features. Manage and support Windows 7 systems; configure user accounts, disks, and drives; troubleshoot and handle routine maintenance; and resolve advanced support and recovery issues. Learn advanced tips and techniques to manage the Windows boot environment and explore group policy and much more.
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WindowsPC????????????????????? 2011-02 this ibm redbooks publication highlights ibm technical computing as a flexible infrastructure for clients looking to reduce capital and operational expenditures optimize energy usage or re use the infrastructure this book strengthens ibm smartcloud solutions in particular ibm technical computing clouds with a well defined and documented deployment model within an ibm system x or an ibm flex systemtm this provides clients with a cost effective highly scalable robust solution with a planned foundation for scaling capacity resilience optimization automation and monitoring this book is targeted toward technical professionals consultants technical support staff it architects and it specialists responsible for providing cloud computing solutions and support da Vinci 3D ????????? 2015-06-04 autocad 2020??? ?????? ???autocad 2020???????2d???3d cad???????????????????? ??????? ?????
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Let your creativity travel without moving your feet. Description book is short, lively, and based on practical platforms. Everything has been given step by step using real-world and imagined examples. It takes the reader through the content design process explaining everything along the way. Welcome to the world of Autodesk 3ds Max, a 3D modeling, animation, and rendering software package developed by Autodesk Inc. It is widely used by architects, game developers, design visualization specialists, and visual effects artists. A wide range of modeling and texturing tools make it an ideal platform for 3D modelers and animators. The intuitive user interface and workflow tools of Autodesk 3ds Max have made the job of design visualization specialists easier. This textbook is a tutorial-based textbook that introduces the readers to the basic features of 3ds Max 2019. Created on real-world model through tutorials, the textbook caters to the needs of both the novice and the advanced users of the software. This textbook will help you unleash your creativity and help you create simple...
and complete 3d models and animations the textbook will help the learners transform their imagination into reality with ease key features step by step explanation tutorial book using real world example easy to learn and simple to understand what will you learn 3ds max its graphical user interface standard extended primitives spline nurb curves object space modifiers basic and advance modelling tools who this book is for 3d designer 3d modular and interior designer table of contents 1 Ê Ê introduction overview 2 Ê Ê create geometry 3 Ê Ê create shape and basic tool 4 Ê Ê modify object space modifiers 5 Ê Ê basic tools 6 Ê Ê advance modeling tools


????????????????????????????????? 2016-09-27 a comprehensive resource for pc enthusiasts and professionals alike packed with the latest speeds and feeds you ll want to keep this book on hand as an authoritative technology reference chris angelini managing editor tom s hardware for 20 years upgrading and repairing pcs has been the world s 1 guide to pc hardware the single source for reliable information on troubleshooting and fixing problems adding hardware optimizing performance and building new pcs now better than ever this 20th edition offers beefed up coverage of the newest hardware innovations and maintenance techniques plus more than 90 minutes of new dvd video scott mueller delivers practical answers about pc processors motherboards buses bioses memory storage video audio i o input devices networks internet connectivity power and much more you ll find the industry s best coverage of diagnostics testing and repair plus cutting edge discussions of improving performance via overclocking and other techniques mueller has taught thousands of professionals in person and millions more through his books and videos nobody knows more about keeping pcs running perfectly whether you re a professional technician a small business owner trying to save money or a home pc enthusiast this is the only pc hardware book you need new in this edition the newest processors including intel s 2nd generation core i3 i5 i7 plus the atom and amd s new vision series cpus 3tb and larger disks 4k sectoring partition alignment faster sata disk interfaces and ssd solid state drive hard drive replacements new firmware innovations from full ufi bios support to built in motherboard flash bios upgrade utilities integrated video and audio including 5 1 7 1 surround sound hdmi and displayport connections updated pci express and power supply specifications for powering high end video cards emerging interfaces such as usb 3 0 and thunderbolt updated coverage of building pcs from scratch from choosing and assembling hardware through bios setup and troubleshooting on the dvd get more than 90 minutes of up to the minute studio quality how to videos all playable on your dvd player or computer in this edition scott mueller offers true insider information about several of the key components in a pc including hard disk drives power supplies motherboards and more you will see hard drives completely dissected even see an open hard drive in operation so you can observe exactly what happens under the covers one of the most common causes of failure in modern motherboards power supplies and many other pc components are bad capacitors otherwise known as the capacitor plague mueller will show several real world examples of this disease so you can easily identify and perhaps even repair the problem finally because external hard
drives are now commonly used for supplementary storage and backups you'll find a complete discussion of several alternatives on the market this includes tips and tricks for building or assembling your own flexible high performance and highly reliable external storage drives with several examples shown this DVD also contains the complete 19th edition of this book in printable form plus extensive technical reference material a comprehensive glossary and more
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